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ABSTRACT
Supernova generated shock waves are responsible for most of the destruction of dust
grains in the interstellar medium (ISM). Calculations of the dust destruction timescale
have so far been carried out using plane parallel steady shocks, however that approxi-
mation breaks down when the destruction timescale becomes longer than that for the
evolution of the supernova remnant (SNR) shock. In this paper we present new cal-
culations of grain destruction in evolving, radiative SNRs. To facilitate comparison
with the previous study by Jones et al. (1996), we adopt the same dust properties as in
that paper. We find that the efficiencies of grain destruction are most divergent from
those for a steady shock when the thermal history of a shocked gas parcel in the SNR
differs significantly from that behind a steady shock. This occurs in shocks with veloc-
ities & 200 km s−1 for which the remnant is just beginning to go radiative. Assuming
SNRs evolve in a warm phase dominated ISM, we find dust destruction timescales are
increased by a factor of ∼ 2 compared to those of Jones et al. (1996), who assumed
a hot gas dominated ISM. Recent estimates of supernova rates and ISM mass lead to
another factor of ∼ 3 increase in the destruction timescales, resulting in a silicate grain
destruction timescale of ∼ 2–3 Gyr. These increases, while not able resolve the problem
of the discrepant timescales for silicate grain destruction and creation, are an important
step towards understanding the origin, and evolution of dust in the ISM.
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1. Introduction
The evolution of dust grains in the interstellar medium (ISM) is governed by the processes
of creation, including those that add material to pre-existing grain cores, and destruction, those
processes that return grain material back to the gas phase. Grain cores are created by thermal
condensation in stellar sources such as the quiescent outflows of asymptotic giant branch (AGB)
stars or the explosively ejected material in supernova (SN) events and may grow via cold accretion
onto refractory grain cores in the dense ISM. Grains are destroyed by sputtering and vaporization in
grain-grain collisions in interstellar shocks. Different processes are important in different interstellar
environments with dense environments, such as cold H I clouds and molecular clouds leading
primarily to grain growth while lower density environments, such as diffuse, warm (T ∼ 5000− 104
K) either ionized or neutral gas, are mainly sites for grain destruction. As has been recognized for
many years, the dominant means of destruction for grains is via fast shock waves mostly generated
in the ISM by supernova explosions. Grains are destroyed in shocks by a variety of processes (see
e.g., Jones et al. 1996, hereafter JTH96) including thermal sputtering, non-thermal (or inertial)
sputtering and shattering and vaporization caused by grain-grain collisions. Both the compression
in the shock, with the accompanying enhancement of the magnetic field and betatron acceleration
of the grains, and the heating of the gas (for non-radiative shocks) act to enhance the sputtering
of the grains.
Grain destruction in shocks has been the subject of numerous studies over the past sev-
eral decades (e.g., Shull 1977; Draine & Salpeter 1979a; Seab & Shull 1983; McKee et al. 1987;
Jones et al. 1994, 1996; Dwek et al. 1996; Slavin et al. 2004; Bocchio et al. 2014). In most of these
works, the shock profile used was that for a steady, plane parallel shock (though Draine & Salpeter
1979a; McKee et al. 1987, have approximated shock evolution). Dwek (1981) calculated the time-
dependent dust destruction in supernova remnants, but only during the Sedov-Taylor phase of their
evolution. The rationale for using steady shocks is that the processing timescale is short compared
with the evolution timescale for the shock and that the processing occurs within a distance that
is small enough that the difference between a plane parallel and spherical shock is negligible. As
we show below, neither of these assumptions is completely justified for supernova remnant (SNR)
shocks in the warm, low density medium, which is the most important phase in the ISM for grain
destruction.
2. Methods
To assess the effects of hydrodynamical shock evolution on grain destruction, we have carried
out numerical hydrodynamical calculations of supernova remnant (SNR) evolution. We have then
used that data to construct shock profiles for many gas parcels for which we have then used our
grain processing codes to calculate the evolution of dust contained in those parcels.
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2.1. Hydrodynamical Calculations
Our hydrodynamical calculations presented here were done with our own code, which is based
on (and shares some code with) the VH-1 code (http://astro.physics.ncsu.edu/pub/VH-1/),
which employs a slightly simplified version of the piece-wise parabolic method of Colella & Woodward
(1984). Ours is a 1D code, assuming spherical symmetry and includes several enhancements nec-
essary for our calculations. It uses the same method as VH-1, taking a Lagrangian step, followed
by remap onto a fixed grid. The enhancements relative to the VH-1 code include: optically thin
radiative cooling, non-equilibrium ionization, thermal conduction and magnetic pressure.
2.1.1. Radiative Cooling and Ionization
Radiative cooling is included using a set of look-up tables with cooling rate per ion vs. tempera-
ture that were generated using an updated version of the Raymond & Smith code (Raymond & Smith
1977). The cooling rate uses the current ionization state, calculated as described below, and is thus
consistent with the ionization, which leads to a large enhancement of the cooling relative to that
for collisional ionization equilibrium in the immediate post-shock region where the gas is under-
ionized. The elements included in the ionization and cooling rate calculations are H, He, C, N,
O, Ne, Mg, Si, S, Ar, Ca, Fe, and Ni. The abundances assumed are those of Grevesse (1984) in
order to be in keeping with the plane parallel shock calculations used by JTH96 with which we will
compare results. We do not include dust cooling, which affects the pressure in the hot bubble at
late times (Dwek 1981). To maintain the temperature in the ambient medium and prevent cooling
to temperatures well below 104 K in the post-shock region, we include a heating rate that balances
the collisional ionization equilibrium cooling rate at T = 104 K. The heating is turned on only for
T < 104 K and cooling is turned off for those temperatures. We do not expect this to have any
significant effects on the grain destruction because in the cold shell the compression is governed by
the magnetic field and thermal sputtering is insignificant at T . 104 K.
The non-equilibrium ionization calculations use collisional ionization and recombination rates
from look-up tables generated similarly to the cooling rate tables. We also include a photoionization
rate for H and He as we discuss below. The time advanced ionization states for all the ions
considered are found using a simple tridiagonal matrix inversion of the ionization equations for
each element, using explicit, first order time differencing, with the exception of H and He for
which the ionization equations can be solved in a simple closed form (given constant rates). The
solution to the explicit finite difference equations becomes unreliable if the timestep is larger than
∆t & min(1/(α + β)), where α and β are the recombination and ionization rates respectively
(including the electron density) and min indicates the minimum of the quantity for the given
element. As a result we divide up the timesteps to subdivisions of the hydrodynamical timestep
so as to not violate the ionization timestep constraint. This is the same method we have used
previously and it has been tested and proven accurate (Slavin & Cox 1992, 1993). We update the
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ionization states of the ions after the Lagrangian step and before the remap since the number of
each ion in a parcel should be conserved during the Lagrangian step. The fluxes of the ions must
be accounted for during the remap and we take care to ensure that the sum of the ion fractions is
one before and after the remap.
Another influence on the ionization and cooling in the shock is the pre-ionization of the gas
entering the shock front. Modelers of plane parallel shock fronts have dealt with this question
in a variety of ways. Shull & McKee (1979) calculated the ionization created by the radiative
precursor, finding self-consistent values for the ionization in the ambient medium. Self-consistent
in this context means that the radiative precursor creates an ionization level that is the same as
that presumed when calculating the radiation field created by the shock. Cox & Raymond (1985)
took a different approach. Arguing that in most cases the upstream gas does not have time to reach
ionization equilibrium, they calculated “families” of pre-ionization-dependent radiative shocks in
which self-consistency was not assumed. They were primarily concerned with shock diagnostics and
found that faster shocks going into a low pre-ionization medium were very similar to slower shocks
going into a medium with higher pre-ionization. For our purposes, we are mainly concerned with
the post-shock cooling and how it affects the dynamics and temperature in the shock. Given the
computational cost in calculating the ionizing radiation field for each timestep and the fact that
an assumption of ionization equilibrium in the pre-shock medium is probably not justified in most
cases, we instead take the simple approach of assuming either a relatively high ionization level,
X(H+) = X(He+) = 0.5 or a fairly low ionization level X(H+) = X(He+) = 0.1 for the ambient
medium. With our non-equilibrium ionization scheme, this requires fixing a photoionization rate
necessary to achieve this level of ionization which then applies everywhere and at all times during
the run. We also need to fix a heating rate in the medium necessary to maintain the ambient
temperature assumed, 104 K. We have found that the resulting SNR evolution is not strongly
affected by the different values for the ionization level and the efficiency of grain destruction (the
fraction of grain mass returned to the gas phase) as a function of shock speed is essentially the same,
deviating by at most 6% (see Table 2). In the rest of this paper we assume a 50% pre-ionization in
the medium unless stated otherwise.
2.1.2. Thermal Conduction
We also include electron thermal conduction in our code using Spitzer conductivity limited
by saturation (Cowie & McKee 1977). This is done in an operator split way and using a two
step predictor-corrector approach. The first step is a fully implicit half timestep using the initial
temperatures to calculate the conductivities. The second step uses the temperatures from the half
timestep for calculating the conductivities and then does a full timestep, this time using a Crank-
Nicholson (Crank & Nicolson 1996) timestep. For both steps the time-advanced temperature is
found via tridiagonal matrix inversion. This approach has proven stable and accurate. Magnetic
fields severely inhibit electron thermal conduction except along the field lines. We do not include
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any reduction of the conduction caused by the magnetic field, but we feel this is justified since
conduction is only important in the hot gas where the field should be dynamically unimportant.
Balsara et al. (2008) have examined SNR evolution with anisotropic thermal conduction and found
that the anisotropy can be significant, though primarily at later times in the evolution. We assume
equal electron and ion temperatures in this work.
2.1.3. The Magnetic Field
The magnetic field is included approximately via a pressure term proportional to the density.
This treatment of the field only applies to the perpendicular component of the magnetic field and
ignores the magnetic tension, which would require at least a 2D calculation. Carrying out the
calculation in 1D has allowed us to go to very high resolution, 0.0125 pc, over a volume that
extends to 75 pc and is necessary in the post-shock region of the radiative shock. In addition, we
are not aware of any publicly available MHD codes that include all of the physical effects that we
have included in our calculations, in particular cooling with non-equilibrium ionization. A full 3D,
or at least 2D calculation using realistic magnetohydrodynamics and including the non-equilibrium
ionization and associated cooling would be more accurate than our calculations if sufficient spatial
resolution could be achieved. We aim to carry out such calculations in the future. For such
calculations, assuming an initially uniform field, we would expect the results to have a dependence
on angle relative to the magnetic poles. We would expect our results presented here to most closely
match those for parcels relatively close to the magnetic equator of a remnant where the magnetic
field is close to being perpendicular to the shock propagation direction. A more complex, twisted
or turbulent field in the ambient medium could lead to the magnetic tension playing less of a role
and to the SNR evolving in a way similar to our results over much of its area where the magnetic
pressure is the dominant influence.
2.1.4. Standard Run Parameters
For our standard run we used an explosion energy of 5 × 1050 ergs, somewhat less than is
usually considered for the initial explosion for SNRs, though we have also done a run with twice
that explosion energy. Because of energy losses to cosmic rays relatively early in the lifetime of
a SNR, a remnant with an initial explosion energy of 1051 ergs may resemble one with a lower
explosion energy that did not have cosmic ray losses. In addition the explosion energy derived for
some older remnants, such as the Cygnus Loop, is below 1051 ergs. The density and magnetic field
for our standard run were 0.25 cm−3 and 3 µG and the ambient temperature was assumed to be
104 K. We consider these values to be fairly representative of the warm ISM and they match the
values for steady shocks used by JTH96, which allows for simpler comparisons to their results. We
have also done runs with higher ambient density and lower magnetic field strength. We discuss the
effects of these parameters on the amount of grain destruction in §3.3.
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Fig. 1.— Comparison of 100 km s−1 shock profiles for the steady, plane parallel shock used by
JTH96 and the effective profile we calculated for our standard hydrodynamical evolution. Note the
dropoff of the density for the hydrodynamical case. This is caused by the spherical divergence for
the radially expanding shock. The flattening of the hydro shock temperature profile at T ∼ 9000
K is caused by the switching off of cooling below 104 K.
2.2. Parcel Trajectories
After carrying out the hydrodynamical runs we have created parcel “trajectories”, i.e. histories
of the temperature, density and ionization of individual parcels. Using these, in addition to the
shock speed as a function of time, allowed us to create shock profiles for parcels that begin when
the shock overruns them, at a given radius. This is made considerably easier by the fact that the
calculations are 1D, so the mass coordinate,m(r) ≡
∫ r
0
ρ(r′)4πr′2 dr′, for a given radius identifies the
location of a parcel. The effective shock profiles can be compared with those generated by steady,
plane parallel shock calculations and can be used to calculate grain destruction as the parcel moves
through the shock. In Figure 1 we compare the steady shock profile for a 100 km s−1 shock used
in JTH96 with the profile we generated for a parcel shocked to 100 km s−1 in our standard case
hydrodynamical evolution. The steady shock profile is done at much higher spatial resolution than
our hydro calculations, but a fairly close match is seen. The most striking difference between the
profiles is in the density, which drops off in the post-shock region for the hydro calculation because
of the spherical divergence. The post-shock temperature in the hydro calculation stops dropping
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and flattens out at ∼ 9000 K because, as described above, we turn off cooling and turn on heating
for T < 104. As we show below, the grain destruction for these profiles turns out to be nearly the
same.
2.3. Grain Processing
Grain processing in shocks occurs because of the acceleration of the grains and the compres-
sion and heating of the gas. Both gas-grain interactions (primarily sputtering) and grain-grain
collisions are important in grain destruction and erosion. The grain processing codes that we use
are nearly the same as those used by JTH96, though we have revised the dust charging scheme
as described below. The code reads in the shock profile and integrates through it calculating the
grain processing. The processes included are thermal sputtering, i.e. sputtering caused by thermal
ions, non-thermal (a.k.a. inertial) sputtering caused by the relative speed of the grains and the gas,
and shattering and vaporization caused by grain-grain collisions. We note that thermal and iner-
tial sputtering can be combined, using a skewed Maxwellian distribution as in Draine & Salpeter
(1979b) and Bocchio et al. (2014, hereafter BJS14), though we have not done that in this work.
The differences between the two approaches is most pronounced for case in which the thermal
velocity of the gas and drift velocities of the grains are similar. The sputtering rates we use are
the same as in JTH96. BJS14 have used updated rates for carbonaceous grains based on the work
of Serra Dı´az-Cano & Jones (2008), with the assumption that the carbonaceous grains are hydro-
genated amorphous carbon (a-C:H). We use the older rates that apply to graphitic grains in this
work. The assumption that the carbonaceous grains are a-C:H type leads to more destruction as
we discuss below.
Because shattering re-distributes grain mass into smaller grains, mass bins must be followed
(see JTH96 for details). For most of the calculations, we divide the grain mass into five bins
initially, with an extra bin on the low end to contain small grains that result from shattering or
sputtering. JTH96 found that there was little difference in the grain destruction results if a larger
number of bins were used. We have found this to be the case for our calculations as well. However,
to make the visualization of the redistribution of grain mass caused by shattering clearer, we have
also carried out calculations using an initial seventeen mass bins with seven initially empty small
mass bins for our standard run.
2.3.1. Grain Parameters
The grain parameters that we adopt are the same as those used by JTH96 so as to facilitate
comparison with their results. We use two grain types, silicates and carbonaceous grains with as-
sumed solid material densities of 3.3 and 2.2 g cm−3 respectively. We assume an initial Mathis et al.
(1977, hereafter MRN) type power law size distribution (dn/da ∝ a−3.5) for both the carbonaceous
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and silicate grains. The smallest and largest grain sizes at the start of the grain evolution calcula-
tions are 0.005 and 0.25 µm for both grain types used. The assumed gas-to-dust mass ratio in the
ambient medium (including He in the gas mass) is 163. The included dust destruction processes,
i.e. thermal sputtering, non-thermal sputtering, shattering and vaporization, involve a number of
physical parameters and we refer the reader to JTH96 for a detailed discussion of them. Here we
just note that the assumed atomic mass for silicate grains is 5.7 u and 4 u for the carbonaceous
grains and the threshold velocity for shattering is 2.7 km s−1 and 1.2 km s−1 for silicate and car-
bonaceous grains respectively. Much of the destruction in radiative shocks begins with shattering,
which creates small grains which are then sputtered, though also slowed more quickly than larger
grains.
We acknowledge that this model for the size distribution and grain composition is not con-
sistent with all of the observational constraints. More recent models (Weingartner & Draine 2001;
Zubko et al. 2004; Jones et al. 2013; Siebenmorgen et al. 2014) have been constructed that are
better able to fit the various observational constraints on the dust such as the infrared emission
and abundance constraints as well as the extinction curve. Those models use more complicated
grain size distributions and more realistic grain compositions. In the future we aim to test the
effects of these grain models on grain destruction timescales, but in this work our primary aim has
been to compare with the steady state plane parallel shock calculations that have been carried out
previously and therefore we have used the same grain model as in JTH96.
2.3.2. Grain Charge
The interaction of dust with the plasma depends in various ways on its charge. JTH96 used
the rough analytical fit of McKee et al. (1987) to the results of charging calculations to determine
the dependence of grain charge on the gas temperature, relative gas-grain speed and UV radiation
field. We have updated the grain charge calculations using the scheme from Weingartner & Draine
(2001) with updates from Weingartner et al. (2006) and modifications to include the relative gas-
grain velocity, which alters the charging rates for electron and ion grain collisions. In this work we
adopt the standard tight coupling approximation, in which it is assumed that the gas and grains
remain coupled throughout the shock. Under these conditions, the value of the grain charge has
only a limited role. The grain undergoes betatron acceleration when the magnetic field increases
because of compression, but though this is mediated by the grain charge, the actual value of the
charge does not come into the calculation of the grain speed. The only effect of the charge in this
scheme is in its effect on the plasma drag on the grains and the small Coulombic modification to
the cross section for sputtering. We note that the grain charge can be much more important if the
gas and dust decouple as can occur for larger grains (see Slavin et al. 2004).
An input that is needed for the grain charging calculations is the yield-averaged UV flux.
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Following McKee et al. (1987) we define
G0 =
∫
∞
8eV
dν Y (hν) 4πJν/hν
2.4× 106 cm−2 s−1
, (1)
where Y is the photoelectric yield and Jν is the mean intensity of the radiation field and 2.4× 10
6
cm−2 s−1 is the “average” yield averaged UV field as adopted by Draine & Salpeter (1979a). In
principle, given the temperature, density and ionization at every point in the remnant as a function
of time, one could calculate this quantity at each radius and time. However, in detail it becomes
more complex since the largest contributors to Jν are resonance lines, in particular H Lyman α, that
have substantial optical depth in the shock region. Thus scattering is important and an accurate
calculation would require a radiative transfer calculation for each location and time. Given the
limited role of grain charge for the grain destruction calculations, we take a simpler approach.
Following McKee et al. (1987) we take 4πJ(Lyα) = 30F (Lyα), where F (Lyα), is one half the
integrated column emissivity of H Lyman α in the shock and J(Lyα) is the mean intensity. The
factor of 30 here comes from both geometrical effects (effective extent of the front perpendicular to
the shock, a factor of ∼ 3) and enhancement caused by scattering (a factor of ∼ 10). In addition we
assume that there is a diffuse background equal to the Draine & Salpeter (1979a) field. Doing this
we find for our standard run that G0 has a peak of ∼ 2.7 for shock speeds near 115 km s
−1 falling
off sharply at higher velocities and more gradually toward lower speeds, reaching 1.4 at vshock = 40
km s−1, which is the shock speed at the end of the standard run. These values are somewhat higher
than those reported by McKee et al. (1987), though that could be caused, especially for the slower
shocks, by the effects of earlier shocks that affect the post-shock gas that was shocked to a higher
speed. The effects of the radiation field on the grain destruction is minor, since in tests we have
done, an increase by a factor of ten on G0 did not change the overall grain destruction efficiency
substantially.
3. Results
3.1. SNR Evolution
To assess the impact of SNR shocks on dust destruction one needs to follow SNR evolution well
beyond the point at which the remnant becomes radiative. This is because not only do the relatively
slow shocks of late stage remnants still destroy dust, they also sweep up increasing volumes of the
ISM such that even with a low efficiency of grain destruction, slow shocks are important for the
overall grain destruction in the ISM. In addition, for our calculations we need to follow the gas
parcels that have been shocked for a long enough time that the grain destruction rate has become
negligible. For our standard run we follow the evolution until the shock speed drops to 41 km s−1
at a radius of 62 pc, 5.4 × 105 yr after the explosion. The magnetosonic speed in the ambient
medium is 17.2 km s−1, so it is a mach 2.4 shock with a post-shock maximum compression of 3.9
(after cooling). We note that this compression factor is less than estimated by McKee et al. (1987)
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for a magnetically supported post-shock, compression region, χmax = 0.767vshockn
1/2
a /Ba, where χ
is the compression factor, vshock is the shock speed in km s
−1, na is the ambient density in cm
−3
and Ba is the ambient magnetic field in µG. That expression yields a value of 5.24 for this shock.
We find that in general the maximum post-shock compression in our hydrodynamical calculations
is below that predicted by McKee et al.’s expression since thermal pressure also contributes to the
post-shock pressure and the spherical divergence and expansion over time causes the pressure to
decline behind the shock.
Figure 2 shows the shock radius and shock speed evolution over time for our standard run.
The precipitous drop in shock speed at just below 200 km s−1 is clearly visible and indicated on
the plot. As shown the shock is briefly re-accelerated when the previously shocked material catches
up with the slowing cold shell. This leads to greater compression at this time and cooling of the
hot shocked gas just inside of the cooled radiative shell as it runs into and is compressed against
the shell. This is illustrated in Figure 3 which shows the evolution of gas parcels.
Figure 3 and Figure 4 illustrate how gas parcels shocked to a range of shock speeds evolve
within the remnant. The parcels highlighted in the figures are at initial radii ranging from 24.075
pc to 39.075 pc and are shocked to speeds ranging from 86 to 285 km s−1. The first time shown,
6× 104 yr after the explosion, is at a point when the remnant is just beginning to go radiative, as
can be seen in Figure 3 from the density profile, which has a peak value a little greater than 4 times
the ambient density of 0.25 cm−3. By following the different parcels over time one can see that
the density and temperature evolution is complicated for some parcels. This can be seen clearly in
Figure 4 which shows the time evolution of the same parcels. In particular, the parcel marked by
circles (first parcel to be shocked) can be seen to be compressed and heated, then expand (density
decreases) and finally get recompressed and cooled because of catching up with the cold shell.
There have been many numerical calculations of SNR evolution carried out over the years (e.g.,
Cox 1972; Chevalier 1974; Cioffi et al. 1988; Slavin & Cox 1992). Cioffi et al. (1988) analyzed the
results of their 1D (spherically symmetric) numerical calculation of radiative remnant evolution,
which did not include any magnetic pressure, and found that the late time shock radius evolution
could be well described by an offset power-law, Rs = RPDS(4/3t∗−1/3)
3/10, where RPDS and t∗ are
functions of the explosion energy, ambient density and metallicity. We find a that we can also fit
the late time shock radius evolution with such an offset power law, but with a somewhat different
exponent. For our standard case we find the late time behavior is not well fit by the Cioffi et al.
(1988) formula and instead fit a general offset power law, Rs ∝ (t − toff)
γ to the expansion. This
yields Rs = 0.494(t + 1.79 × 10
4yr)0.365 pc. Note in particular that we get an offset time with the
opposite sign from that in the Cioffi et al. formula. In general we expect that including magnetic
pressure will lead to faster expansion since the total pressure in the shell is dominated by magnetic
pressure. The late time expansion is thus maintained primarily by the energy stored in the magnetic
field of the shell rather than the thermal energy in the hot bubble. Since the overall grain destruction
rate depends on the mass of gas shocked to a given speed, M(vs), the shock speed as a function of
radial distance from the explosion center is important. We discuss this further below.
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Table 1. Comparison of Modeled Grain Destruction Efficiencies (%)
vshock (km s
−1)
Ref.a 50 75 100 125 150 175 200
Carbonaceous grains
JTH96 1 5 7 13 12 21 47
BJS14 77 83 91 96 99 100 100
this study 1 4 10 18 17 18 23
Silicate grains
JTH96 2 12 18 33 32 41 49
BJS14 2 12 29 46 53 67 67
this study 2 9 23 40 41 42 40
aThe references correspond to: JTH96,
Jones et al. (1996), and BJS14, Bocchio et al.
(2014). “this study” refers to our standard run
that uses the parameters in the first line of Table
2. Note that the results for the 75, 125 and 175 km
s−1 shock speeds were not presented in JTH96 but
were calculated using the same code later.
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Fig. 2.— Shock radius and shock velocity evolution for our standard, supernova remnant run
(E0 = 0.5 × 10
51 ergs, na = 0.25 cm
−3, Ba = 3µG). Once the remnant begins to go radiative at
t ≈ 5× 104 yr, the shock speed drops sharply and then rebounds after previously shocked material
catches up with the decelerating shock. As a result of the sharp drop in shock speed there is a
range of speeds, vshock ≈ 120− 190 km s
−1, that exists for only a short time and in a small volume
of the ISM.
3.2. Grain Destruction Efficiency
The grain destruction efficiency is defined as the fraction of the mass originally contained in
grains that is returned to the gas phase either through sputtering or vaporization of the grains.
Grains that are fragmented are not considered to be destroyed. Their mass is distributed into lower
mass bins (see JTH96 for a more thorough discussion and Figure 6). In Figure 5 and 6 we illustrate
the destruction and re-distribution of grain mass for shocks of a range of speeds for our standard
run. In Figure 5 we plot, instead of the destruction efficiency, the ratio of final mass over initial
mass in each bin, mkf/mki where mki is the initial mass contained in bin k and mkf is the final
mass contained in the bin. Mass is lost to a bin in one of three ways: 1) via sputtering (in which
case the sputtered mass fraction is lost to the dust phase), which causes grains to move down to
lower mass bins, 2) vaporization, which causes the entire grain mass to be lost to the dust phase
or 3) shattering, in which case no mass is lost to the dust phase, but the mass is redistributed
to the lower mass bins. Altogether these processes tend to cause a substantial loss of large grain
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Fig. 3.— Evolution of individual gas parcels within our standard SNR evolution run. Gas parcels
are identified by their marker shape, while the colors correspond to time snapshots. The initial
radii of the parcels are 24.075, 27.825, 31.550, 35.325 and 39.075 pc from the center of the SNR.
The corresponding speeds to which these parcels were initially shocked are: 285, 215, 114, 102, and
86 km s−1, respectively. See text for more discussion. Note that the pressures shown in the lower
right panel are the total pressures including thermal and magnetic pressures.
mass, mostly from shattering, with the mass in small grains increasing relative to the initial size
distribution. These results are illustrated in Figure 5 where, in the upper plots, the white line
divides the area in which mass is removed from the mass bins from that in which there is a net gain
of mass. Because of the non-monotonic shock speed evolution, we cannot show the results on these
plots for all the shocks with speeds ∼ 125 km s−1 and we simply choose the first time a shock speed
was encountered for display purposes. Since in the plots in Figure 5 we are plotting the ratio relative
to the initial mass, we cannot include bins that are initially empty. For that reason we also plot
the absolute mass distributions in Figure 6. More specifically we plot mdn/d(lnm) = ma/3 dn/da,
where m is the grain mass and dn/da is the size distribution initially ∝ a−3.5 (MRN distribution).
We show in Figure 7 our calculated destruction efficiency vs. shock speed with a comparison
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Fig. 4.— Evolution of individual gas parcels with time. Here we show the time evolution of the
fluid variables for the same parcels as shown in Figure 3 with the same marker symbols. The color
of the symbol corresponds with the time as in Figure 3. These are the shock profiles that are input
into the grain evolution code that calculates grain processing including destruction via sputtering
and vaporization and shattering (though the time used for each profile is relative to when the parcel
is first shocked). Note in particular the non-monotonic evolution of the density and temperature
for the parcel represented by a circle. The blastwave velocity was 285 km s−1 when this parcel was
shocked and it was heated to 1.1×106 K. Even many parcels that were shocked to high temperatures
initially, cool well before their initial post-shock radiative cooling times would predict because of
being compressed against the dense shell.
to the results for steady plane-parallel shocks as in JTH96. In Table 1 we compare our results
with those of JTH96 and BJS14. The large differences between the efficiency of carbonaceous grain
destruction found by BJS14 and both JTH96 and this study derive from the different grain model
used by that work. Rather than the graphite-like carbonaceous grains used by JTH96, BJS14 use
hydrogenated amorphous carbon (a-C:H) as their model for cabonaceous grains and employ the
sputtering yield results of Serra Dı´az-Cano & Jones (2008). The sputtering yield for this type of
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Fig. 5.— Ratio of final grain mass/initial grain mass in size/mass bins as a function of shock speed
and grain size (top) for silicate grains (left) and carbonaceous grains (right). The bottom plots
show the same data as line plots of mass ratio as a function of size/mass bin for selected shock
speeds. The white contours in the top plots show the division between bins for which there is
a net gain in mass and those for which there is a net loss. The dashed line in the bottom plot
shows the same division between net increase and decrease of mass in a size bin. The size bins are
logarithmically spaced in mass. Although it may appear that there is an overall increase in mass
for some shocks, the increase in each bin is relative to the initial value and since most of the mass
is in the large size/high mass bins initially, so in fact dust mass is lost in all cases. These results
are for our standard run.
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carbonaceous grain is substantially greater than that for graphite due to a lower binding energy
and density for a-C:H. In addition, BJS14 use different size distributions for both the carbonaceous
and silicate grains. Since grain-grain collisions are important for altering the grain size distribution
in shocks, a different initial size distribution can have a substantial impact on the grain processing.
Finally, BJS14 include mantles on the silicate grains entering the shock. These are features of the
Jones et al. (2013) dust model, which differs significantly from the MRN model used by JTH96 and
by us in this work.
We have recalculated the steady shock efficiencies using a slightly modified version of the
GRASH code employed by JTH96, using updated grain charge calculations as discussed above. We
have also supplemented the original four steady shock speeds (50, 100, 150 and 200 km s−1) with
three additional shock speeds (75, 125, and 175 km s−1) using shock profiles kindly provided to us
by John Raymond. As we have noted, for an evolving SNR that goes radiative, shock speed does
not evolve monotonically because of the sudden drop in post-shock pressure and shock speed and
subsequent re-acceleration that occurs at vs ∼ 125 km s
−1. This is why the efficiency vs. vs curves
are multivalued in the figure. As can be seen in the figure, the hydrodynamical calculations agree
with the steady, plane parallel shock results quite closely for most of the range covered by the steady
shock calculations. The exception is at the high shock speed end. The difference for these shocks
seems to be caused by the non-steady hydro evolution when the radiative losses are just starting to
become important. For this period, the shocked gas does not radiate immediately but cools slowly
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Fig. 6.— Grain mass distribution vs. grain size and mass for several different shock speeds for our
standard hydro run. This version of the size distribution illustrates that most of the mass is at the
high mass end of the size distribution and is proportional to a4 dn/da, where dn/da is the standard
size distribution. Note that the initial MRN-type size distribution extends only from 0.005 µm to
0.25 µm, but after shock processing much of the grain mass gets shifted to smaller (lower mass)
grains primarily because of shattering.
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at first, only forming a cold shell after ∼ 104 yr. In the hydro case, compression is initiated by the
shocked gas catching up to the slowing shell, because later, slower shocks go radiative much more
quickly. Thus for the shocks with speeds near 200 km s−1, the gas is first compressed and only then
cools because of the higher density. The compression causes an increase in magnetic pressure that
causes a back reaction that causes the shell to re-expand somewhat before it has fully cooled. This
prevents the post-shock gas from reaching the high densities that it does for steady shock evolution
and therefore the grains do not get as much acceleration with accompanying destruction.
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Fig. 7.— Grain destruction efficiency vs. shock velocity for our standard hydrodynamical run
compared to that for steady, plane parallel shocks. The results for our hydro runs are clearly
quite close to those for the steady shocks except for near vs ≈ 200 km s
−1 where the hydro runs
yield a substantially smaller efficiency. The cause of this lower efficiency is the early onset of
compression because of running into the rapidly slowing shock in the hydrodynamical evolution.
The magnetic field causes a partial re-bound before cooling sets in followed again by expansion
because of spherical divergence. These effects lead to less compression and therefore less grain
acceleration and destruction in the shock.
To understand the efficiency of dust destruction in the ISM we must use the efficiency for the
evolving SNR shocks in conjunction with information on the expansion of the SNR. The mass of
gas in which the dust has been destroyed can be calculated by (e.g., Dwek & Scalo 1980)
Mg =
∫
ǫ(Ms) dMs, (2)
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Table 2. Mass of Gas with Cleared of Dust for SNR Modelsa
E51 na (cm
−3) Ba (µG) XH
b TCc MSi (M⊙) MC (M⊙)
0.5 0.25 3.0 0.5 on 990 600
0.5 0.25 3.0 0.1 on 980 600
0.5 0.25 3.0 0.5 off 960 580
1.0 0.25 3.0 0.5 on 1990 1220
0.5 0.25 0.3 0.5 on 1490 780
0.5 1.00 3.0 0.5 on 1020 640
Steady shock/HIM dominatedd
1.0 0.25 3.0 · · · · · · 1700 990
aThe masses are the efficiency of dust destruction (fraction of grain
mass destroyed) integrated over gas mass enclosed by the shock over
the calculated SNR evolution (see Eq. 2 and text). The first line in
the table corresponds to our standard case.
bHydrogen ionization fraction in the ambient medium. Helium is
assumed to have the same ionization fraction.
cThermal conduction — either turned on or off.
dThese values are for the hot gas dominated ISM model as dis-
cussed in JTH96 and in the text (§§4.2 and 4.3) and include a factor
of fc/fh = 0.3/0.7 (the ratio of warm cloud to hot gas filling factors;
values without this factor are 4000 and 2300 M⊙ for silicate and
carbonaceous grains respectively). We used a somewhat different
interpolation/extrapolation of the grain destruction efficiency than
JTH96 to derive these results (see text).
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where ǫ is the grain destruction efficiency and Ms is the mass of shocked gas. This has been
sometimes been converted to an integral over vs,
∫
ǫ(vs) dMs/dvs dvs, but this cannot be done
easily when vs is not monotonic with Ms as is our case. This integral gets cut off at the low (mass)
end by the small amount of gas that is shocked to high velocities and at the high end by the low
grain destruction efficiency at low shock velocities, which goes to zero as vs approaches the signal
speed of the ambient medium. We list the mass of gas cleared of dust in Table 2. We did not find
a simple fitting formula for ǫ for our standard hydro run, but it can be approximated by
ǫ(vs7) =


0.05 − 0.19 vs7 + 0.215 v
2
s7 + 0.0200 v
3
s7 0.4 < vs7 < 1.25
0.175 1.25 ≤ vs7 < 1.85
−1.9 + 2.02 vs7 − 0.641 v
2
s7 + 0.0922 v
3
s7 − 0.00498 v
4
s7 1.85 ≤ vs7 < 5
(3)
where vs7 = vs/100 km s
−1.
In addition to our results for our hydrodynamical calculations, we present in Table 2 results
for steady shock calculations as in JTH96. For those models, the assumed pre-shock ionization
depended on the shock speed and so is not listed in the table. JTH96 provided an approximate fit
to their destruction efficiency results that included an extrapolation to 300 km s−1. The fit was
based on results only for 50, 100, 150 and 200 km s−1 shocks. We have used our calculated steady
shock values at 75, 125, and 175 km s−1 to get a more accurate interpolation and have used an
almost flat extrapolation to 500 km s−1 rather than their sharply rising extrapolation. The newly
calculated interpolation and values tend to lie above the old fit, especially near 125 km s−1, which
contributes significantly to the integral for Mg. Our extrapolation for shock speeds above 200 km
s−1 is probably a lower limit, though at those high shock speeds the contribution to the integral
is not very large. As noted in footnote d of the table we include the factor of fc/fh = 0.3/0.7,
the ratio of warm cloud to hot gas filling factors, in the mass calculated for the steady shocks.
The reasoning behind this and the importance of the ISM model for grain destruction estimates is
discussed in §4.2. Also mentioned in the footnote is that the values without this factor are roughly
4000 and 2300 M⊙ for silicate and carbon grains respectively. These values are roughly 10 - 15%
higher than the JTH96 results.
3.3. Effects of Parameter Choices
In order to assess the effects of the various assumptions that we have made for our standard run,
we have done a series of hydrodynamical runs with different parameters. Besides our standard run,
which corresponds to the first line in Table 2, we tested the effects of changing the pre-ionization in
the ambient medium (XH), turning off thermal conduction in the hot gas, higher explosion energy
(E51 = 1), lower magnetic field (Ba = 0.3µG), and higher ambient density (na = 1.0 cm
−3). We
find that neither changing the pre-ionization nor turning off thermal conduction have significant
effects on the destroyed dust mass. Doubling the explosion energy approximately doubles the
amount of dust mass destroyed. This is to be expected since the mass shocked to a given velocity
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is directly proportional to the explosion energy in the adiabatic (Sedov-Taylor) case. For radiative
remnants this scaling is not guaranteed, but Cioffi et al. (1988) find this scaling to be approximately
true for their radiative remnant calculations and we also find that that scaling is roughly obeyed.
There is also a strong effect of decreasing the magnetic field. Since the shell is supported by the
field after the shock goes radiative, the amount compression goes roughly inversely with Ba. Thus
the lower field leads to higher compression, more grain acceleration and more grain destruction. In
our results, the increase is about 50% and 30% for silicates and carbonaceous grains respectively.
Finally, the increase in density also increases the grain destruction level, though the effect is not
nearly as strong as that of decreasing the magnetic field strength. The increased density causes the
remnant to go radiative at an earlier time and for shocks that are slower. The larger cooling rate
and accompanying higher compression caused by the higher density causes more grain acceleration,
however this effect is counteracted to some extent by greater drag on the grains caused by the
higher density. For the case that we have explored the increase in gas mass cleared of dust is only
3% and 7% for silicate and carbonaceous grains respectively. These results are consistent with
those of JTH96 for shocks into a higher density ambient medium.
4. Discussion
Our ultimate goal in this work is to understand the evolution of dust in the ISM. To make
progress in this project we need a way to apply our calculations of grain processing in individual
SNRs to the ISM as a whole. Dwek & Scalo (1980) considered these questions and found the
following relation for the dust destruction timescale:
τdust =
τSNMISM
Mg
=
ΣISM
RSNMg
(4)
where τSN is the mean interval between supernovae in the Galaxy (the inverse of the rate), MISM
is the total mass in dust and gas in the Galaxy, Mg is the mass of gas that is cleared of dust per
SN from Eq. 2, ΣISM is the surface density of gas and dust in the ISM and RSN is the supernova
rate per unit area. Thus the destruction timescale can be defined in a global way in the ISM as a
whole using τSN and MISM or locally in some suitably large region of the ISM using ΣISM and RSN.
Since the dust destruction timescale depends on the these combinations of quantities, we will refer
to either τSNMISM or ΣISM/RSN as the SN mass interval and denote it by N .
4.1. SN mass interval
It is clear that the SN mass interval is a critical factor in assessing the effectiveness of grain
destruction though it depends on two uncertain quantities. JTH96 and Bocchio et al. (2014) used
the global values from McKee (1989), τSN = 125 yr and MISM = 4.5 × 10
9M⊙, for a value of
N = 560 M⊙ Gyr. Here τSN is the “effective” SN interval corrected by McKee to account for the
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ineffectiveness in destroying dust of SN that go off inside superbubbles and out of the Galactic plane
(some SN Ia’s). McKee (1989) estimates that these considerations reduce the effective SN rate by
roughly a factor of 0.36. Recent determinations of the total ISM mass are substantially higher
than the value from Scoville & Sanders (1987), which was used by McKee (1989). For example,
Kalberla & Kerp (2009) give a value of 12.5 × 109 M⊙ with roughly a 15% uncertainty (Kalberla,
private communication). A more recent determination of the global SN rate was carried out by
Li et al. (2011) using a large database of galaxies in the local universe, and they found a value of
2.84±0.60 SN (including both types I and II) per century or an interval of 35 yr, which is a slightly
shorter interval than McKee’s adopted value of 125 yr, after including his 36% correction factor.
Combining these values, without McKee’s correction factor, yields a value of N = 440 ± 120 M⊙
Gyr. Including the correction factor this becomes N = 1220 ± 320 M⊙ Gyr which is significantly
larger than found using McKee’s values.
Local estimates of the SN rate and surface density offer the possibility of a better estimate
for the region of the Galaxy near the Sun, for which we have the best data on the dust content
and size distribution, but at the expense of more uncertainty in the rates themselves. Estimates
of the local values for RSN and ΣISM, have recently been made by Calura et al. (2010). For the
SN rate per unit area (combining types I and II) they use results from Cappellaro (1996) and find
RSN = 0.015 ± 0.008 Gyr
−1 pc−2. This rate is based on the global rate per galaxy for nearby
galaxies divided by an area of 109 pc2 for the Milky Way, making it a global average. However it is
consistent with the local rate found by Schmidt et al. (2014) for the region within 600 pc of the Sun,
RSN = 0.015
+0.004
−0.003 Gyr
−1 pc−2 for core collapse SN. Global SN II and SN I estimates (e.g. Li et al.
2011) find that the SN I rate is about a quarter of the SN II rate, so we increase the Schmidt et al.
(2014) by 25%. The estimate of the mass per unit area in Calura et al. (2010) is 10.5 ± 3.5 M⊙
pc−2, which is a local surface density using results from Kulkarni & Heiles (1987), Dame (1993)
and Olling & Merrifield (2001). Using the rate per unit area from Schmidt et al. (2014) (corrected
for SN I) and surface density from Calura et al. (2010) without the SN rate correction factor yields
N = 560 ± 240 M⊙ Gyr. With the SN rate correction factor we get N = 1560 ± 670 M⊙ Gyr.
4.2. Effects of the ISM Model
While the formulation of the problem above appears to be correct in a broad sense, several
important factors are not explicitly taken into account. In particular, the morphology of the
medium, i.e. such things as the degree of homogeneity and the assumed volume filling fractions
for the different phases in the ISM, could strongly affect how SNRs interact with the ISM. The
temporal and spatial correlation of SN may also be important. The simplest assumption is that
the medium in which SN explosions occur is completely uniform in which case the value of Mg
in equation 4 is simply taken directly from Eq. 2. However if we have a multi-phase medium, we
must consider how the shock propagates in the different phases and the consequences for grain
destruction per SNR.
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Fig. 8.— Comparison of the mass shocked to a given shock speed for our hydrodynamical calcula-
tions, the Sedov-Taylor evolution used in the hot gas dominated ISM model of McKee (1989) and
the offset power law approximation of Cioffi et al. (1988). The McKee model (Sedov-Taylor) line
is for an assumed a warm gas cloud filling factor of 0.3 and a hot gas filling factor of 0.7. For the
results using our hydro calculations and the Cioffi et al. (1988) offset power law we assume a warm
gas filling factor of 0.8. (The shocked mass is proportional to fw.) The importance of the assumed
shock expansion model is clear since the amount of dust destroyed is proportional to mass shocked
(see text).
JTH96 used the method of Dwek & Scalo (1980) and McKee (1989) in which it is assumed that
there is a high filling factor of hot gas and that the warm gas is confined to clouds embedded in the
hot medium. In this picture the SNR shock expands quickly through the dominant low density hot
phase, remaining adiabatic because of the low density. When clouds of warm gas are encountered,
they are shocked, though the shock that propagates through the cloud is at a lower speed because
of the higher density. The post-shock pressures inside and outside the cloud are roughly equal,
which leads to a shock speed inside the cloud, vsc ≈
√
ρh/ρc vsh, where the subscript c is for clouds
and h is for hot gas. The mass of cloud gas shocked to a given shock speed or higher is then given
by Ms = fcρcVs = (fc/fh)MST(vsc), where MST = 6800E51/v
2
s7 M⊙ is the mass shocked to at
least vs7 = vs/100 km s
−1 in the Sedov-Taylor phase of expansion, fc is the filling factor of clouds
(warm phase), fh is the filling factor of hot gas and Vs is the volume contained in the shock. This
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expression for the mass of gas shocked to a given speed is compared in Figure 8 with our results
for our standard model. The resulting total mass of gas cleared of dust is then
Mg =
fc
fh
13600E51
∫
ǫ(vs)
v3s7
dvs7 (5)
where ǫ(vs) is the grain destruction efficiency for a steady shock with speed vs. In the figure we have
used E51 = 1 for the Sedov-Taylor expansion model whereas our standard model uses E51 = 0.5.
The Cioffi et al. (1988) model curve uses their equations for the late time offset power-law expansion
and the transition time between early Sedov-Taylor expansion and power-law expansion. We use
E51 = 0.5 for that curve. Both the curve for our model result and that for the Cioffi et al. (1988)
model are multiplied by an assumed filling factor for warm gas of fw = 0.8 as discussed below.
Implicit in the above method result is the assumption that the presence of the clouds does
not slow the expansion of the blast wave, which propagates at the S-T rate. Also assumed in this
formulation is that shocks propagating into clouds are equivalent, in terms of grain destruction, to
plane parallel steady shocks. This assumption may be questioned since the shocks are wrapping
around clouds and enveloping them, which could lead to strongly non-steady effects.
The picture just described is essentially that of McKee & Ostriker (1977), who argued for a
large filling factor of hot gas, ∼ 70%. The result of a large hot gas filling factor has been disputed
for a number of reasons (e.g., Slavin & Cox 1992; Ferrie`re 1998, see discussion below) including
the fact that the hot bubbles created by SNRs are considerably smaller when the magnetic field
is included and that a substantial fraction of SNRs are spatially and temporally correlated, which
decreases their effectiveness in filling the medium with hot gas. Though McKee took this latter
effect into account in his estimate of grain destruction, its effect on the hot gas filling factor was
not considered.
Our calculation of grain destruction in an evolving SNR assumes a different picture from that
assumed by JTH96 and Bocchio et al. (2014) to derive dust destruction timescales. Here we have
assumed a uniform density, effectively assuming that fw ≫ fh, where fw is the filling factor for
the warm medium, no longer assumed to be confined to clouds. We speculate that if a remnant
runs into a region of hot gas that has a pressure not too different from that inside the remnant,
then the rest of the remnant will continue to expand as it would in a uniform medium. In that
case, the only difference would be that Mg in equation 4 would need to be multiplied by a factor
of fw, if we assume that the part of the shock front that propagates into the hot region does not
effectively destroy any dust. This seems reasonable since the shock from a remnant impinging on
a pre-existing hot bubble will in most cases decay into a sound wave before encountering a bubble
wall. The shocked mass for our hydro calculation plotted in Figure 8 includes the factor fw set to
0.8.
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4.3. Volume Filling Factors in the ISM
The volume filling factors for the warm and hot phases of the ISM have yet to be determined
in any definitive way. Ferrie`re (1998) has carried out probably the most comprehensive study using
a range of observational results and theoretical considerations to arrive at the filling factors of the
various phases of the ISM (see also Ferrie`re 2001). She found that in the solar neighborhood the
warm gas fraction, including both neutral and ionized phases, is close to 80%. In her work as well as
that of others, the filling factors of the different phases vary substantially as a function of galactic
radius and height above the plane. For the most part, though in regions near the galactic radius of
the Sun and near the Galactic plane, the filling factor for the hot phase is . 20%. Other theoretical
attempts have centered around large scale numerical hydrodynamical or magneto-hydrodynamical
calculations (e.g., de Avillez & Breitschwerdt 2005; de Avillez et al. 2012; Hill et al. 2012), though
achieving sufficient spatial resolution remains challenging. Most of these studies in recent years have
found modest filling factors for the hot gas . 20%, but also for the warm gas, fw ∼ 20–50%. Often
a substantial fraction of the volume is in the thermally unstable temperature range of 104–105.5 K.
This occurs in these simulations because of the amount of turbulence injected by SNRs.
In addition to the resolution issues faced by these simulations, the heating and cooling rates are
often included in very approximate ways. Since these rates depend on a range of factors including
dust content and the local ionizing radiation field, the filling factor for warm gas is particularly
difficult to simulate. Given these considerations, we take as an upper limit 80% as the filling factor
of the warm gas. We assume that there is no significant grain destruction in the other 20% of the
medium that the SNR shock overruns, which includes cold, dense gas and hot gas.
4.4. Dust Destruction Timescales
Combining the data on ISM mass and SN rate with modeled SNR evolution and dust destruc-
tion, the dust destruction timescale is
τdust =
N
δSNMg,eff
(6)
where N is the SN mass interval, δSN is the correction factor intended to account for the effects of
correlated SN and SN out of the plane (which McKee estimates to be 0.36 as discussed above) and
Mg,eff is the effective mass of gas cleared of dust per SN including the effects of the inhomogeneous
ISM. As discussed above, for the warm gas dominated ISM,Mg,eff = fwMg, whereMg is calculated
for an SNR going off in a homogeneous warm medium (see table 2). For the hot medium (HIM
in the terminology of McKee & Ostriker 1977) dominated case, we can use the methodology of
Dwek & Scalo (1979) and McKee (1989) as discussed in §4.2, with Mg calculated by equation 5.
Our results are summarized in Table 3.
The dust destruction timescales listed in the table are substantially higher than those found
by JTH96, 0.37 Gyr for silicate and 0.63 Gyr for cabonaceous dust. The factor of 4 to 5 increase
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is due primarily to the increase of a factor of ∼ 3 in the SN mass interval, which in turn derives
from a higher estimate for the ISM mass or surface density. Another important factor is the use
of a lower SN explosion energy (5 × 1051 ergs rather than 1051 ergs), which lowers the estimate
of Mg,eff by roughly a factor of 2 whether one assumes a HIM dominated medium or a warm gas
dominated medium. Using the same values as JTH96, including our E51 = 1 calculation, would
lead to dust destruction timescales roughly the same as those of JTH96. Nevertheless, while the
effective SN explosion energy (after early cosmic ray losses) is still quite uncertain, it seems clear
that the value from McKee (1989) for the ISM mass is low. In addition the values in Table 3 use
fw = 0.8, which is likely to be an upper limit. A lower value for fw will decrease the effectiveness
of SNR grain destruction, increasing the dust destruction timescale.
For comparison with the destruction timescale, recent estimates for the grain production
timescale center around 2.5×109 yr (Jones & Tielens 1994). Using the simple estimate of grain equi-
librium fraction of McKee (1989), δeq = δin[1+ tin/τdust]
−1, where tin is the dust injection timescale
and δin is the mass fraction in dust when injected into the ISM, our standard run destruction
timescale values leads to only about 30–40% of the silicate elements and 45–50% of the carbon
locked up in grains in contrast to derived values of ∼ 90% and ∼ 50% for the depletion of silicate
and carbon grain constituents in the diffuse ISM. (We have followed JTH96 in assuming δin = 0.9.)
Thus with these results we can explain the carbon depletion fraction but still fall short of explaining
the silicate depletions. However, with the higher carbonaceous grain sputtering yields advocated
by Serra Dı´az-Cano & Jones (2008), the carbonaceous grain destruction timescales would also be
too short.
The discrepancy between the rates of dust production and destruction can also be illustrated
by considering the net effects of SNe on the dust content in the ISM. The rate of grain destruction by
SNRs depends on the dust-to-gas mass ratio of the ISM into which the remnant is expanding. Our
results show that, for a gas-to-dust ratio of 163, a typical SNR destroys ∼ 3.7 M⊙ of silicate dust
and ∼ 1.4 M⊙ of carbonaceous dust (using our standard model results). Core collapse supernovae
(CCSN) produce at most 0.1–0.2 M⊙ of dust (Gomez et al. 2012; Arendt et al. 2014; Temim et al.
2015), so if the ISM has roughly solar metallicity (in gas and dust), SNe are net destroyers of
dust. This discrepancy cannot be made up by dust production in low mass stars. For a Salpeter
IMF, the number of the most efficient dust producing AGB stars, with initial masses in the 2–4
M⊙ range, is about 4 times higher than the number of stars massive enough to become CCSN,
but their dust yield is only ∼ 0.01 M⊙ (Ventura et al. 2014). Thus the relative ratios between the
rates of grain destruction by SNRs, and production by CCSN and AGB stars is approximately
100:4:1, respectively. This discrepancy demands that either a large fraction of the dust is shielded
in some way, or that not all SNe are as efficient in destroying the dust as estimated (e.g. because
of correlated SNe) or that dust is created in the ISM (e.g. via accretion). Because the discrepancy
is so large, all of these effects likely come into play.
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Table 3. Grain Destruction Timescale Estimates (Gyr)a
ISM modelb SN mass interval sources
Local Global
Carbonaceous grains
HIM dominated 1.6 ± 0.7 1.2± 0.3
WM dominated 3.2 ± 1.4 2.6± 0.7
Silicate grains
HIM dominated 0.92 ± 0.39 0.72 ± 0.20
WM dominated 2.0 ± 0.8 1.5± 0.4
SN mass intervalc (N in Gyr M⊙)
560± 240 440 ± 120
aThe timescale estimates depend directly on
the SN mass interval listed in the last line of
the table. The errors are from the estimated
errors in the SN mass interval only.
bThe HIM dominated values are for the as-
sumption that the grain destruction occurs in
warm clouds embedded in a hot medium as in
Eq. 5 and using the plane parallel steady shock
model results for Mg with fc/fh = 0.43. The
WM dominated values use the hydro results
for our standard model with the Mg calculated
as in Eq. 2 multiplied by fw = 0.8.
cThe SN correction factor, δSN = 0.36, is
not included in the values for N given in the
table but is included in the timescale values.
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5. Conclusions
We have evaluated the destruction of interstellar dust grains in supernova remnants evolving in
a homogeneous, magnetized ISM. We find that the grain destruction efficiency is not very different
from that calculated for steady, plane parallel shocks with the same shock parameters as the evolving
spherical shocks except for vs & 200. Our efficiency calculations have been carried to lower and
higher shock speeds than the previous steady shock calculations.
Recent grain destruction calculations have used the results of the grain destruction efficiency in
the context of a hot gas dominated ISM (JTH96, Bocchio et al. 2014). When we use our results self-
consistently, that is assuming that the medium is dominated by warm gas, we find grain destruction
timescales that are larger than those found previously, e.g. for our standard run with an explosion
energy of 5×1050 ergs, using the local estimates of SN rates and mass per unit area yields τdust = 2.0
Gyr and 3.2 Gyr for silicates and carbonaceous grains respectively. This does not entirely remove
the problem of a destruction timescale that is too short relative to the creation timescale to account
for the level of elemental depletion in the ISM, but does mitigate the situation. If the volume filling
factor of warm ISM is smaller than our assumed upper limit of 80% and SNR grain destruction
is inefficient in the other phases of the ISM, then these timescale estimates will increase as 1/fw.
We note that there are many uncertainties that we have not discussed in this paper concerning
both grain destruction and creation as discussed at length in Jones & Nuth (2011). Our results
demonstrate the importance of the morphology of the ISM, in particular the type of medium into
which SNRs typically evolve, for determining dust destruction timescales.
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